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Endereço

NOVAXION
Innovation & Automation
ZA de la Massane
732, Avenue de la Massane
13210 Saint Rémy de Provence

Telefone

0033 490 954186

Fax

0033 490 950031

INTERNET

www.novaxion.fr

Empregados

6

Volume de negócios

1.5 Mio. Euro

Certificados

Masters 2005 of innovative technology enterprise

Ano de fundação

2004

Taxa de exportação

95 %

Associações

FANUC Robotics

PESSOAS PARA CONTACTAR
Contact 1.

Departamento Sales
Glass Industry

Contact 2.

Sr. Frederic NIO
General Manager
Phone: 0033 4 32 61 41 48

PRODUTOS / MÁQUINAS
Ball-gatherer robots for continuous furnaces (4 axes)
Ball-gatherer robots for day-tanks and pot-furnaces (6 axes) with special device to follow the glass level.
automatic shears to cut melted glass.
Swabbing Robots for IS blank molds

powered by www.glassglobal.com

Today, Novaxion is proud to present its new development for the glass bottles manufacturers : The Swabbing Robot SR200 is an automatic device for
swabbing the blank molds on IS machines and replaces manual swabbing.
This innovative swabbing solution is the result of a long co-operaration between Novaxion and Saint-Gobain-Verallia which started in 2005. Aworld
patent has been registered by Saint-Gobain, and Novaxion has got a patent licence to sell the equipment worldwide. 21 systems are operating
successfully to date and Novaxion Swabbing Robot SR200 is now available for all glass bottles manufacturers.
Partnership with the world leader FANUC Robotics allows to benefit of a 2-year warranty with spare parts in stock and an aftersale service in every
country.

HISTÓRIA DE EMPRESA

Since the acquisition of Novaxion in the Rondot Group, the worldwide presence spread is even larger.
Since 2004, hundreds of robots sold by NOVAXION are running all over the world, in different glassworks, for the great satisfaction of the customers.
Novaxion in addition to its presence in the glass field, is assisted by the after-sale service agencies of its partner, the world leader FANUC Robotic.
Partnership with Fanuc Robotics, leader in robotics factory automation.
FANUC is the leading global manufacturer of factory automation with more than 55 years of experience, more than 17,500,000 FANUC products
installed worldwide, and satisfied customers in every corner of the globe.
The partnership of Novaxion with FANUC Robotics allows to benefit of a 2-year warranty with spare parts and after-sale service in most of the
countries worldwide. More then 210 subsidiaries worldwide with a 24/7 service and a comprehensive worldwide FANUC network provide sales,
support, and customer service.
Anywhere a robot is sold, an after-sale service agency is ready to help the customer in case of necessity.
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